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1. INTRODUCTION 
We will be considering here the Hamiltonian-Jacobi equation 
rpt(t, x> + f I rp&, xv + (Ax + Fx9 rPx(G xl> = g(t9 x> 
t E [O, q, xED(A) (1.1) 
with initial value condition 
(P(O> xl = vlo(x)v x E H. (1.2) 
Equation (1.1) is relevant in synthesis of optimal controllers for the 
constrained control process in a Hilbert space H 
x’+Ax+Fx=u t E [Q T], 
40) = x0, IWl G r for t E [0, T] (1.3) 
and with cost criterion 
I oT (g0(4(x(0> + 1 I4w) dt + rpo(x(T))* (1.4) 
Here -A is the infinitesimal generator of semigroup of class Co on H, F is a 
nonlinear smooth gradient mapping from H into itself and g, go, p. are real- 
valued functions defined on [0, T] x H and H, respectively. In the particular 
case F 3 0, Eq. (1.1) has been studied in [3] in the class of convex functions 
on H. 
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The main result, Theorem 1, gives existence of a local solution to (l.l), 
(1.2) under the main assumption that F, g and p0 are sufficiently smooth. 
Using this result, in Theorem 3 it is shown that for T small enough, problem 
(1.3), (1.4) has an optimal feedback control of the form 
u(t) = --~ox(T - t, x), O<t<T, (1.5) 
where q is a solution to (l.l), (1.2) and g(t) = g,(T - t). These theorems are 
related to some classical results on Hamilton-Jacobi theory and Dynamic 
Programming (see for instance [5]). Our basic results (Theorems 1 and 2) 
are presented in Section 3. The proof of Theorem 1 is carried out in 
Section 4. The applications to the control problem (1.3), (1.4) along with 
some comments and illustrative examples are given in Section 5. In Section 6 
we have presented an analogous result on a finite-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold. The authors take the opportunity to thank Professor D. Motreanu 
from University of Iasi for his cooperation in writing this section. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this paper H will be a real Hilbert space with norm 1 . 1 and 
inner product (s, .). Given a Frichet differentiable mapping E from H to a 
Banach space X we shall use either the symbol E’(x) or E,(x) for the 
gradient of E at x E H. The following spaces and notations will be frequently 
used in the sequel: 
(1) C(H) is the space of all continuous and bounded operators 
E: H -+ H endowed with the norm 
IElm = sup{]Ex];x E H}. (2-l) 
Lip(H) is the space of all Lipschitzian operators from H into itself, 
endowed with the seminorm 
lIEI = sup{lEx -E~l/lx --YI; X,Y E HI. (2.2) 
(2) We shall denote by C’(H) the space of all Frichet differentiable 
functions E E C(H) such that E’ is continuous and bounded as a function 
from H to the space L(H, H) of all linear continuous operators on H. The 
norm in C’(H) is defined by 
where 
lEL,cc = IElco + IE’l,- (2.3) 
IE’I, = su~{P’Wl,~,,,,; x E HI (2.4) 
and I . ILcH,Hb is the operator norm of L(H, H). 
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Let C&(H) be the space {E E C’(H); (]E’]( < co} where 
IIE’II = sup{lE’(x) -Jw9l,(,,,,llx -Yb-%Y E w (2.5) 
(3) P(H) is the space of all continuous operators E: H + H which are 
of the form E = (4’ where ‘p is some Frechet differentiable real-valued 
function on H. 
(4) If X is one of the spaces H, C(H), C’(H) Lip(H), C:,,(H) and 
[0, T] is a closed interval, we shall denote by B([O, T];x) the space of all 
continuous mappings E: [0, T] x H + H such that E(t) E X for all t E 10, T] 
and sup{]E(t)],; tE [0, T]} < +oo. 
(5) C([O, q x f&R) is the space of all real-valued continuous 
functions (p: [0, T] x H-t R. If Er is the closed ball {x E H; Ix] < r), then 
C([O, Tl x x,; R) is the space of all real-valued continuous functions on 
IO, q x cr. 
(6) For r > 0, C’(2,) is the space of all Frechet differentiable 
mappings E: C,-+ H such that 
IE’ l,.,a, =~~P~IE’WI~.H~~ x E zr.1. 
By C&,(E,) we shall denote the space of all E E C’(X,) such that 
By C:,,(H) we shall denote the space of all Frtchet differentiable mappings 
E: H-t H such that E E Cl@,) for all r > 0. Similarly, define C&,,,,,(H) = 
(E E Cii,,(H); E E C&(C,) for all r > O}. 
Finally, we shall denote by B([O, T]; C[ip,,oc(H)) the space of all 
continuous mappings E: [0, Z-1 x H+ H such that ~~PW&I~,~ 
t E [ 0, T] } < 00 for every r > 0. 
For a given function (p: [0, T] x H + R we shall denote by (p, the partial 
derivative with respect o t and by (pX the Frechet derivative with respect o 
x. Let E E Lip(H) de fixed and let .Z,: H + H and E,: H + H be the mappings 
defined by 
J,= (Z + EE)-‘; E,=EJ,=c-‘(Z-J,), (2.7) 
where Z is the identity operator in H. Clearly J, and E, are well defined for 
0 < E < IIEll-‘. The next lemma gathers for later use some elementary 
properties of J, and E,. 
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LEMMA 1. Let E and E” be given in C(H) n Lip(H). Then for 0 < c < 
inf{]]E]]-‘, ]],!?]I-‘} the following estimates hold 
IIJJI G (1 - 8 llEll)-‘9 P-8) 
lIElIe< IJEll (1 - E llEII>-‘7 lE,l, G lJ%o~ (2.9) 
I&-6, < IE -E”I, (1 - 6 lIdI)-‘. (2.10) 
rfEE CL,,(H), thenfor 0 < E < inf(]]E]]-‘, llE’)(;‘) we have 
E;(x) = E’(J,x)(Z + cE’(.J,x)) - ’ for all x E H, (2.11) 
Iac & IE’I, (1 -E I-%rl~ (2.12) 
IMI G IIE’II (1 --E lIEID-’ (1 --E IE’lcrJ1 
x (1 + E ]E’(, (1 --E ]E’]J’), (2.13) 
and 
]E:-p&<]E’-E’]m(l -eIE’I,)-‘+&IE’I,(l --EIE’IJ’ 
X(]E’-E”‘],+]E-~],]]E’]](1-c]E’]oo)-’(1-c]E],)-1). 
(2.14) 
Proof. Inequalities (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) are immediate. To prove (2.11) 
it suffkes to observe that ‘for 0 < E < inf(]]E]] -‘, ]E’ I;‘} the mapping S, is 
differentiable and Y:(x) = (Z + aE’(S,x))-I. As regard (2.12), (2.13) and 
(2.14) they are implied by (2.11) and the following obvious inequalities: 
I(Z + EE’(J,X))~‘1 L(H,H) G (1 -E ICJ for all x E H, 
IV+ ~JWA-’ - (I+ WJJW’I,~,,,, 
< 0 - 6 IE’lJ’ IlE’ll(1 -E llEll>-’ lx --Al, x,yEH. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
3. LOCAL EXISTENCE FOR THE HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION 
Consider the Cauchy problem (1. l), (1.2) where g: [0,7’] x H -+ R and 
rp,,: H + R are given functions satisfying 
~16 E CL,p(H); gx E B(lOv Tl; CLip( (3.1) 
and the mapping F: H + H satisfies the conditions 
F; F’ E CL,,(H); F E P(H). (3.2) 
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As specified in Section I our basic assumption on A is that -A is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of linear bounded 
operators on H denoted eeAf (semigroup of class C,.) 
By a solution to Problem (1. l), (1.2) we mean a function (p: [0, T] X 
H+ R which is differentiable in t for every x E D(A) (the domain of A), is 
Frtchet differentiable in x for every t E [0, T] and satisfies Eq. (1.1) along 
with the initial value condition (1.2). 
THEOREM 1. Let g, q+,, F, A satisfy the above assumptions. Then for 
T > 0 suflciently small, problem (l.l), (1.2) has at least one solution 
q~ E C( [ 0, T] x H; R) satisfying 
c. E NO, Tl; Lb(H)). (3.3) 
Moreover, there exists C > 0 depending only on ]&I,, IF],,, and ] gx]T,C(Hj 
such that 
I ulx(Olm G c for t E [0, T]. (3.4) 
Now we shall derive a local variant of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let q+, , g and F: H + H satisfy the following conditions 
(PO E CLp,,oc(H); gx E B([O, 7’1; CLip,,oc(H)), (3.5) 
f’, F’ E Ctip,loe(H); F E P(H). (3.6) 
Then for every r > 0 there exists Tr E 10, T] and rp, E C([O, T,] x H; R) 
which is a solution to (l.l), (1.2) on [0, T,] x .Z, and 
h), E W4 0 W(W). (3.7) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let r > 0 be arbitrary but fixed. Then we may 
choose an infinitely differentiable real function a, such that a,.(u) = 1 for 
I u] < r and a,(u) = 0 for ]u] > r + 1. Since FE P(H) there exists a Frechet 
differentiable function X: H -+ R such that F =X’. Now we apply 
Theorem 1 where rp,, g and F are taken as 
rpo,rW =rpo(x) ar(lxlIT g,(t, x> = g(t, xl aA x I>, (3-g) 
and 
respectively. 
F,(x) = (JW> ar(14>L x E H, (3.9) 
It is apparent that the corresponding solution p, to (l.l), (1.2) (which 
exists on some interval [0, T,]) satisfies Eq. (1.1) on [0, Tr] x Z,, thereby 
completing the proof. 
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Remark 1. We shall see later that by variational arguments one can 
derive the following partial uniqueness result: for every r > 0 there exists 
T, > 0 and y(r) < r such that problem (1. I), (1.2) has a solution 9, on 
[0, T,] x C, which is unique on [0, T,] x CNrj. 
Remark 2. Equation (1.1) is related to the equation 
E,(t, x) + E,(C, x)(E(t, x) + Ax + Fx) + A *E(t, x) + F’(x) E(4 x) 
= &(k x> (3.10) 
which has already been studied in [ 1,2]. In fact it is apparent hat if (p is a 
smooth solution to Eq. (l.l), then E = ~0~ is a solution to Eq. (3.10). 
Conversely, any solution E to Eq. (3.10) having the property that 
E(t) E P(H) for t E [0, T] is of the form E = pX where q satisfies Eq. (1.1). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The underlying idea is to prove the existence of a generalized solution E to 
Eq. (3.10) and after to show that it is of the form E = ppx where (p is a 
solution to Eq. (1.1). To this end we shall approximate Eq. (3.10) by the 
following one: 
E,(t, x) + A *E(t, x) + E,(t, x) Ax + E - ‘(D(f, x) - D,(t, x)) = B(& x); 
1E [O, 7’1, x E H, 
JW, x) = E,(x) for all x E H (4.1) 
where A * is the adjoint of A, D, = D(I + ED)-’ and 
E, = ~6, B=g,+F’F, (4.2) 
D=E+F. (4.3) 
It will be more convenient o study the following “mild” form of Eq. (4.1) 
E(t,x)=e- (E-‘+A*)fE O( e-kX + )f p+A.,,f-s, 
B(s, e- .4MX) & + c-1 
I 
e-(E-‘+A*ws) 
0 
P% e 
--A(t--s)X) -F(e-A(f--s)X)] ds, c E [O, Tl, x E H. (4.4) 
We begin the proof of Theorem 1 with an existence result for Eq. (4.4). 
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LEMMA 2. Let ‘pO, g, A and F satisfy assumptions of Theorem 1. Then 
there exists T independent of E such that Eq. (4.4) has on [0, T] a unique 
solution EE E B( [0, T]; C&(H)) satisfying 
Jqt) E P(H), t E [O, Tl, (4.5) 
Wh,cc + IIWI + IIEcXtIl GM, tE [O, Tl, (4.6) 
where M is independent of E. 
ProoJ Let K be the closed subset of B([O, T]; C’(H)) defined by 
K = {E; IWI,,, + IIEWII + IIE,@)ll Q M; E(t) E P(W, t E LO, TII. 
(We notice that for every E E B( [0, T]; C&,(H)) the function t + \lE,(t)/l is 
measurable on [0, T].) Here M is a positive number such that 
WU,, + ll4ll + llE611) G M. 
Let r,: K-P B( [0, T]; C&(H)) be the mapping defined by the right-hand side 
of Eq. (4.4). For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality we 
shall assume from now on that 
le-AfI LW,H) G 1, t E [0, T]. (4.7) 
For any E E K we have 
IWWI, G e --t’E(Eola, + ~~e-(‘-‘“‘lB(s)l~ ds 
I 
1 
+ &-I e-(‘-‘)” ID,(s) - F(, ds, t E [O, T], (4.8) 
jl(r,E)(t)ll < e-1/6 \li,Il + j: e-E-l(t-s) lIZI(s ds 
I 
f 
+ EC’ e-e-‘(r-s) IIDE(s) - FI( ds, t E [0, T]. (4.9) 
0 
Recalling that 
II,-F=E(Z+eD)-‘+F((Z+eD)-‘)-F (4.10) 
and 
F((Z+&D)-‘X)--X=--E ‘F’(A(Z+eD)-‘x+(1--)x)D,xd;i 
I 0 
(4.11) 
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we see by Lemma 1 that 
I4-%I G lJ% + E IlFll IDIm (4.12) 
llDc-4l G IIEII (1 --E 11w-’ + W’I, IIDII (1 -E ll~ll)-’ 
+ I~ICO IP’II ((1 - & ll~llr’ + 1)). (4.13) 
On the other hand, we have 
[T,E), (t, x) = e-(E-‘+A*)‘E;(e-A’x) ewAf 
+I,Le 
-w’+A*w-s)~X(S, e-Au-s)X) e-‘4(f-s) (js 
I 
t 
+&-I e-(&-'tA*)(r-s)((DE)X @) _ F')(e-‘4'f-S'X) e-flu-s) & 
0 
(4.14) 
while by (2.11) 
Q(x)-F’(x)=D’((z+&D)-‘X)(z+&D’((z+&D)-’-F’(X). (4.15) 
This yields 
p:-F’I, < IE’I, (1 - & ]D’]J’ 
+ &Cl - 6 IWXY W’II I~I, + IF’lw PI,). (4.16) 
Now using (4.11) and (4.15) we get after some calculation that 
II& -F’lI < (1 - e2 IIE’II +&) (4.17) 
for all E E C&(H) satisfying ]E]l,oo + lIEI + I(E’I) < r. Here p is a certain 
real continuous and positive function whose expression is to complicated to 
be written here. 
Inserting (4.12), (4.13), (4.16) and (4.17) into (4.8), (4.9) and (4.14) 
respectively, we conclude that there exists t, E 10, T] such that for all E E K, 
l(VM,,m + II@-JWII + Il(~,EL Wll GM, t E [O, fJ. 
Now we recall that a mapping E E C’(H) belongs to P(H) if and only if E’ 
is a self-adjoint linear operator on H. Inasmuch as E,, F and B(s) belong to 
P(H) while by (2.1 l), E, E P(H) for any E E P(H), it follows from (4.14) 
that 
(~A(0 E P(H) for all E > 0, t E [O, q, E E K. 
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Thus for T = t,, r, maps K into itself. On the other hand, for any pair E,, 
E, E K, by (2.14) and (4.14) we have 
Q C(l “e-‘-l’) sup(lE,(s) - E2(~)(l,oo; s E [0, &I}. 
Hence for T= t, sufficiently small, r, is a contraction in B([O, T]; C’(H)) 
and therefore Eq. (4.4) has a unique solution EE E K. Moreover, by a 
standard extension argument we may infer that exists a maximal interval 
[0, TJ such that Eq. (4.4) has a unique solution EE E K. 
Using Eq. (4.4) where E = EE along with inequalities (4.12), (4.13), (4.16) 
and (4.17) one obtains for E suffkiently small the following estimates: 
jEE(t)l00 < e-E-‘t IE,,lm t E-’ ~~epEm’(‘-s’ IE”(s)l, ds 
+ C&(1 - ePEmLf), t E 1% Tel, (4.18) 
lIEE(t < epEmLt lIEoIl + ~‘(1 -n?E)-’ j: e-E-‘(‘-s) lIEE(s ds 
+ C&(1 -e-‘-l’), t E [O, Tel, (4.19) 
[El(t)/, < e-‘-l’ /E/,1, + s-‘(1 -A?&)-’ ji ePEm’(‘-‘) IE:(s)lm ds 
+ C&(1 - emEel’), t E 10, T,], (4.20) 
and 
IIE~(t)ll <e-‘-“llE611 +E-‘(1 -A?s)P2j~ePrl(f-r) /lEi(s)llds 
t C&(1 - e-‘-l’), t E 10, T,], (4.21) 
where n?=A4+ IFI, m + IIF/ + IlF’II and C is independent of E. Setting 
p,(t) = IE”W 1 ,io + Il+Wll + IIEXtIl we have by (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) and 
(4.21) 
t 
p,(t) < 2-1Me-“m’t + c-‘(1 -fis))’ I e-E~l(t-s)pE(s) ds 0 
+ 4Cs(l - eKE-“), t E [O, T,], 
so that by Gronwall’s lemma we have 
p,(t) Q C ) 1 - eset (t 2 - ‘Me’&‘, t E [O, Tel, 
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where 6, = (-2@ + &A?)(1 -A?&)’ and C is some positive constant 
independent of E. 
Thus there exists T > 0 independent of E such that 
P,(t) < 3w4 for 0 Q t Q inf(T, T,). 
The latter clearly implies that T, > T for all E > 0 thereby completing the 
proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let E, and E, be two solutions to Eq. (4.4) corresponding to 
E o,l 9 gl and Eo,*, g2 respectively. Then on the common interval of existence 
[0, T] one has 
IE,(t) -E2Wlco < C(IEo,, -Eo,2lm + sup{l(g,)x 6) 
- (g2)* (Sk s E 10, Tl 11, t E [0, T], (4.22) 
where C is independent of E. 
Prooj We have 
I 
t 
+ &-I e-E-‘(t-s) ID:(s) - @(s)l, ds 
0 
+I,;e --E-‘(t--S) Kg,), @I- kdx (s)lm & t E 10, Z-1, 
(4.23) 
whereD~=D~(Z+&D;)-‘,D~=E~+F,i= 1,2. 
Using once again inequality (2.10) and estimate (4.5) we get (4.22) by a 
simple calculation involving Gronwall’s lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). Let EE be the solution to Eq. (4.4) 
provided by Lemma 2. For any E E C&(H) and E > 0 define the mapping 
E,(E): H-t H by 
R,(E) x = E-‘(Ex - E,x) -E’(x) Ex 
= l(E’(Ax+(l-i)(Z+~E)-lx)ELx-E’(x)Ex)dk 
I 
(4.24) 
0 
We have 
lW3I, G & l%Wll IE’lm + IIE’II I%) (4.25) 
so that by (4.6) it follows that for all E, A > 0 one has 
IU@(Wlco G C&T Vt E [0, T] (4.26) 
505/48/3-4 
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and by (4.16), (4.17) we have 
I R,(wNlco G C&v t E 10, T], 
where C is independent of E, A and DE = E” + F. 
Since for all x,y E D(A) and t, s E [0, T] we have 
f (E’(t, e-Asx), e-““y) = -(Ez(t, ewASx) AeeASx, eTAsy) 
- (E”(t, evAsy), Ae-ASy), 
differentiating (4.4) we see that E” also satisfies the equation, 
-$ (EV, x), u) + (E.3, x) Y, Ax) + (E”(t, xl, 4) 
+ E - ‘(DV, x) - DXt, x), Y) = (B(t, x), v> 
for all x,y ED(A) and t E [O, T]. (Here D:= (DE),.) 
Let qE: [0, T] x [0, T] + R be the function 
qc(t, s) = (E’(t, ewAsx), e-““y). 
By (4.28) and (4.29) it follows that 
- D’(t, eeASx), e-+), s, t E [0, T]. 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.3 1) 
Integrating Eq. (4.3 1) we obtain, since ~~(0, s) = (E,(e-AS~), e-““v) and y, x 
are arbitrary, 
EE(t, x) = e-A*‘Eo(e-A’x) + I,’ e-A*(t-s)B(s, ewAttes)x) ds 
I 
I 
+C’ e --A*(f--S)(DX~, e -a(l-s)x) - D&(s, e- a(‘-s)x)) ds (4.32) 
0 
for all x E H and t E [0, T]. 
Conversely, by the same argument we deduce that every solution to Eq. 
(4.29) is a solution to Eq. (4.4). This shows that for every I > 0, E* is a 
solution to (4.4) where B has been repalced by B + R,(D*) - Rn(D’). Then 
Lemma 3 along with estimate (4.27) yields 
IEV) - EA(t)l, < C su~WW%))lca + IF@%))loo; s E K’, Tl1 
G C(E + 1) for t E [0, T]. (4.33) 
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Hence there exists E = lim,,, EC in B([O, T]; C(H)) and by Lemma 2 it 
follows that E(f) E P(H) n Lip(H) for all t E [0, T] and 
Let oe and p be the real-valued functions defined by 
v,,(t, x) = j-l (E”(6 Jx), x) 4 t E [O, T], XEH, 
0 
and 
v(f, x) = I’ (E(h Ax), x) da, t E [O, T], x E H. 
0 
Since E”(t) E P(H) and EE+ E in B([O, T]; C(H)), we may infer that 
and 
EV, x) = &(f, xl, 
EC& x) = v,@, x) for all (t, x) E [0, T] X H (4.34) 
P,(b x> --) 4a xl uniformly on [O, T] X H for ~--to. (4.35) 
Integrating Eq. (4.29) on [0, t], we get 
(E”(t, xl, Y) + f ((E:(s, x> Y, Ax) f (W, x), 4’) 
0 
+ E - ’ (D’(s, x) - DXs, x), v)) ds 
= (Eo(xh v) + f (MS, XL v) + P”(x) F(x), v)) ds (4.36) 
0 
for all x, y E D(A) and t E [ 0, T]. 
Next we observe that the function x -+ (E’(t, x), Ax) is differentiable on the 
space D(A) endowed with the graph norm and therefore 
(E&Q, x), Ax) = I1 (LE,(t, Ax) x + E’(t, Lx), Ax) dd, x E D(A). (4.37) 
0 
In Eq. (4.36) we replace x by Ax, y by x and integrate with respect o 1 on 
[0, 11. Since f 1 Fxl: = F’(x) F(x), we have 
qP(t, x) + i’ ((EC@, x), Ax) + 6 - ‘VI& x)) ds 
=V7a~~)+jt(g~~,x)ff,Fxlz)ds, t E [0, T], x E D(A). 
0 
Equivalently, 
p;(t, x) + (Ee(t, x), -4~) + e -‘w& x> = & x) + t lFxl* (4.38) 
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for (t, x) E [0, r] x D(A). Here ye is defined by 
y&,x) = j1 A(@’ - D,9(t, Ax), x) Q, (t, x) E [O, T] x H. 
0 
Now by (4.27) we have for all t E [0, T] and x E H 
E - ‘ve(f, x) - ,,’ A(D;(t, Ax) D&Q, Ax), x) dA <4)lXl> 
where lim E+O a(s) = 0. Since DiD” = 4 1 Del: (because DEE P(H)), we may 
conclude that 
I&-‘V/,(~,X)-~l~E(~,X)+FX12(~a(&)IXI, t E [0, Z-1, x E H. 
Substituting the latter in (4.38) and letting E tend to zero, it follows by (4.34) 
and (4.35) that q is a solution to the Cauchy problem (l.l), (1.2) and 
satisfies condition (3.3). As regards (3.4) it follows by (4.18) via Gronwall’s 
lemma. Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
5. SYNTHESIZING OPTIMAL CONTROLS 
Consider here the control problem (1.3), (1.4): minimize 
i 
oT (got6 x(t)> + 4 lW12) dt + (~otx(T)) 
in u E L2(0, T; H) and x E C([O, T]; H), subject o the constraints 
x’+Ax+Fx=u, f E [O, T], 
x(O) = x0 9 
IxWl G r for t E [0, T]. 
(5-l) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Here x0 E H, and r > (x0 ] are arbitrary but fixed while ‘po, go are continuous 
real-valued functions on H and [0, T] x H, respectively, satisfying 
‘PA E GipJoctw~ @0)x EWA Tl; ci,,,,cPN. (5.5) 
As regard the operators A and F we shall assume that they satisfy 
assumptions of Theorem 2, i.e., -A is the infinitesimal generator of a 
semigroup of class Co and 
F E f’(H), FT F’ E CLip,loctH)* (5.6) 
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We shall also assume that there exists some real o such that 
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((A +F)x,x)>-~lx1* for all x E D(A). (5.7) 
(Condition (5.7) is not absolutely necessary but it simplifies the problem, 
avoiding some tedious arguments.) 
It is well known (see for instance [9]) that under these assumptions, the 
Cauchy problem (5.2), (5.3) has a unique “mild” solution x E D([O, T]; H), 
i.e., 
I 
t 
x(t) = eeAtxo + eeAcres)(u(s) - F(x(s))) ds, t E [O, T]. 
0 
Furthermore one has the following estimates 
Ix(r)1 < em’ lx01 + 1’ e”‘t-S) [u(s)1 ds, 0 < t < T. 
We associate with the control problem (5.1) the equation 
W&9 x) - f I W,O, 41’ - (w&9 x), Ax + f,x> + go(t, XI = 0 
for tE[O,T], xED(A), IxI<2r 
with final value condition 
VK x> = vo@), (xl < 2r. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
By substitution ~(t, x) = w(T - t, x), problem (5. lo), (5.11) reduces to (1. l), 
(1.2) where g(t, x) = g,(T - t, x). Then by Theorem 2 we may infer that there 
exists T, > 0 such that for any 0 < T < T,. the problem (5. lo), (5.11) has at 
least one solution denoted vT which satisfies 
and 
I(w,L WI < c, for t E [0, T], (5.12) 
where C, is a positive constant which depends only on ] v);,*~]~, IFS,], and 
Igk, (see (3.8) and (3.9)). 
Now consider the closed loop system 
x’ + Ax + Fx + (I/+)* (t, x) = 0, t E 10, Tl, 
x(0) = x0. (5.13) 
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Since (v/~)~ E B([O, T]; Lip(H)) it follows by (5.7), (5.9) that (5.13) has a 
unique “mild” solution x = x*(t) which satisfies the estimate 
Ix*(t)1 < cot 1x0( + C,o-‘(em’ - I), t E [O, T]. (5.14) 
We may therefore conclude that for every T satisfying the condition 
0 < T< inf(T,, w-’ ln(C, + wr)(C, + w Ix,,]))’ (5.15) 
the solution x* to (5.13) remains in the closed ball Z,, i.e., 
Ix*Wl < r for t E [0, T]. 
In other words, 
u = 4vIT)X (4 x> (5.16) 
is a feedback control for the control system (5.2)-(5.4). 
The main result of this section, Theorem 3 below, amounts to saying that 
under the above assumptions the feedback control (5.16) is an optimal 
feedback control for prablem (5.1). 
THEOREM 3. Let v/T be a solution to (5.10), (5.11) where T satisfies 
condition (5.15) and let x* be the solution to (5.13). Then x* is an optimal 
trajectory to Problem (5.1) corresponding to the optimal control u* defined 
by 
u*(t) = 4vIT)X (t?x*(oh t E [0, T]. 
Moreover, there exists 0 < y(r) Q r such that for all t E [0, T] and h E Zflr, 
one has 
e-k h) = inf 
1 
1’ (gds, x(s)) + 4 I u(s)l’) ds + 9,(x(T)); 
t 
x(t) = h; x’ + Ax + Fx = u and Ix(s)1 < rfor s E [t, T] 
I 
. (5.17) 
Proof: Let u E L*(t, T; H) be arbitrary and let x be the corresponding 
“mild” solution to (5.13) on the interval [t, T] with initial value condition 
x(t) = h and such that Ix(s)] < r for s E [t, T]. Let (u,} c C’([t, T]; H) and 
(h,} c D(A) be two sequences trongly convergent for E + 0 to u and h in 
L*(t, T, H) and H, respectively. Then the corresponding solutions x, are 
differentiable on [t, T] and x, + x uniformly on [t, T]. In particular, it 
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follows that Ix&)] < 2r for s E [0, T] and all E sufficiently small. On the 
other hand, we have by (5.10) and (5.13) 
Integrating on [t, T] we get 
WTk h) G lT (g o ( ~9 x,(s)) + f I @>I ‘1 ds + (PoMT)) 
and letting E tend to zero, 
v& h) G jT (go@, x(s)) + 4 I W’) ds + POW-I). 
t 
(5.18) 
Let us denote by S(t, h) the value function of problem (5.1) on interval 
[t, T], i.e., the function defined by the right-hand side of relation (5.17). By 
(5.18) it follows that 
V/T@, h, < s(t9 h, 
Now we fix h in Cycrj where 
for all t E [0, T], h E Z,. (5.19) 
y(r) = e-OT(r + C,o-‘) - C,w-‘. (5.20) 
Then by (5.14) we see that the solution x = y(s) to the Cauchy problem 
Y' + AY + FY + b,), t&Y) = 0, t<s<T, 
y(t) = h 
remains in Zc,. Proceeding as above we may assume that y is differentiable 
on [t, T] so that using once again Eq. (5.10) we have 
$ WTh y(')) = hT)s 6, Y(')) + (WT)x by Y@)), Y'b)) 
= gO(', Y(')) - + b,), ('9 Y@))i * for s E [t, T]. 
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Thus integrating on [t, T] we get 
V/T@, h) = JT (go(&Y(s)) + f IKv/T)), (~~Ym2) ds + rpo(Y(T))- 
t 
Along with (5.19) the latter yields (5.17). In particular for c = 0, h = x0 and 
y =x* it follows by (5.17) that the pair (x*, u*) is optimal in problem (5.1). 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 4. Theorem 3 has some important implications for control 
problem (5.1) as well as for Eq. (5.10). Note for instance that in virtue of 
(5.17) any solution v/~ to Eq. (5.10) is uniquely defined on [0, T] x ZYft) 
where y(r) is given by (5.20). As mentioned earlier this fact could be viewed 
as an uniqueness result for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1.1). On the other 
hand, Theorem 3 shows in particular that for a suflciently small T, the 
control problem (5.1) has at least one optimal pair (x, u). This is a quite 
unexpected result if one takes in account the fact that no compactness 
conditions has been imposed on the state system (5.2). 
Theorem 3 admits a dual formulation in the sense that if T is given, then 
for F, g and p0 “sufficiently small” there exists an optimal feedback law of 
the form (5.16) for the problem (5.1). To be more specific we consider the 
following optimal control problem: minimize 
i * (~‘go(t9 x(t)) + 1 IW2) dt + J(Po(x(T)> 
(5.21) 
0 
in u E L*(O, T, H) and x E C( [0, T]; H) subject o the constraints 
x’+Ax+AFx=u, t E [O, T], 
x(0) = x0, 
I x(t)1 < r, t E [O, T], (5.22) 
where r > 1x0 ] is arbitrary but fixed, Iz is a positive parameter and F, ‘po, g 
satisfy conditions (5.5), (5.6). In addition we shall strengthen condition (5.7) 
to 
(Ax + Fx, x) 2 0, vx E D(A). (5.23) 
COROLLARY 1. Let [0, T] be an arbitrary bounded interval, Then there 
exists A, > 0 such that for every 0 < L < 1, the conclusions of Theorem 3 
remain valid for problem (5.21), (5.22). 
Proof: By (5.14) and (5.23) we see that Theorem 3 is applicable to 
problem (5.1) for all T = To satisfying the condition 
0 < To < inf(T,, (r - 1x01) CL’). 
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Changing the time scale by substitution t + It, we see that problem (5.1) 
reduces to (5.21), (5.22) where T= I.-‘To. Thus we may conclude that 
Theorem 3 is applicable in this case if 
as claimed. 
Remark 5. Theorem 5 and Corollary 1 are also related to some recent 
results of Seidman and Zhou Hong [ 111 where the existence and uniqueness 
of optimal controls for small data are established in the case of a system of 
the form (5.2). 
It must be emphasized that the above general results are in particular 
applicable to distributed control problems governed by semilinear parabolic 
equations with smooth nonlinearities. A typical exemple is the following 
problem: minimize 
I (h(t, x) I Y(G x) -y&v 41’ + IG xl’) dx dt Q 
+ I, l(x) IYK xl --Y,WI~ dx (5.24) 
in u E L’(Q) and y E L 2(0, T, H:(0) n H*(Q)), y, E L’(Q) subject to the 
constraints 
Y,-AY +P(y)= u in Q = [0, T] x l2, 
y=o in X = 10, T[ x r; (5.25) 
~(0, x) = ye(x) a.e. x E 0, 
I Iy(t,x)l’dx< r2 for t E [0, T]. (5.26) n 
Here R is a bounded and open subset of the Euclidean space RN; r is the 
boundary of a; H@!), H2(G) are usual Sobolev spaces on 0, and /3 is a 
monotone function. The functions y,, y, E L2(f2) and h E L”O(Q), 1 E La(a) 
are given. 
In this case H = L*(.I2), A = -A; D(A) = H,@?) n H’(0) and (Fy)(x) = 
/3(y(x)) a.e. x E J2, y E L’(Q). Conditions (5.6) are satisfied if /3 is of class 
C2and PC*), i = 0, 1,2, are of linear growth. 
We note that our strong requirements on p do not prevent us from treating 
some apparently unmanageable cases such as that of nondifferentiable or 
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multivalued /l (for a direct treatment see [4,7, lo]). Indeed in this general 
case instead of Eq. (5.25) we consider the approximating state equation 
Y,--Y+PYY)=u in Q, 
y=o in Z, 
Y@ x> = YO(X>~ XER, (5.27) 
where 
and p,= ~~‘(1 - (1 + sfl)-‘). Here p is a Cr mollilier on R. It is easily 
verified that the control problem (5.24), (5.26), (5.27) has at least one 
optimal pair (y,, a,). Moreover, by Lemma 5 in [4] we have for E -+ 0 
and 
u,--+ u* strongly in L’(Q) (5.28) 
YE-+Y* strongly in C( [0, T]; L*(a)) 
and weakly in L2(0, T; H,#2) n H’(Q)), (5.29) 
where (y*, u*) is an optimal pair of the problem (5.24), (5.25), (5.26). Let 
S,: [0, T] x H-r R and S: [0, T] x H+ R be the value functions of the 
problems (5.24)-(5.26) and (5.24), (5.25), (5.27), respectively. By (5.28) and 
(5.29) it follows that 
ljz S,(t, h) = qt, h) (5.30) 
for all t E [0, T] and all h in the closed ball Z, of L2(R). Thus if vE is the 
solution to the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equations associated with 
problem (5.24), (5.27) we may regard 
u = -w, (t, Y) 
as an approximating optimal feedback law for problem (5.24)-(5.26). 
6. HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATIONS ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 
Let A4 be a finite-dimensional smooth (say of class P) and complete 
Riemannian manifold. We shall denote by (., .), the Riemannian structure 
and by ( . IX the induced norm on the tangent space TM,. We shall denote by 
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C( [0, T]; C’(M)) the space of all continuous mappings X: [0, T] x M-1 TM 
such that X(t) is a vector field of class C’ on M for all t E [0, T]. By 
NO, T]; Lip, lot(M)) we shall denote the set of all continuous mappings 
X: [0, T] x M-+ TM (TM is the tangent bundle) such that X(t) is for every 
t E [0, T] a vector field on M and for every x E M there exist r > 0 and a 
chart u of M at x with u(x) = 0, C, c dom u and sup{]jX”(t)]l,; 
t E [ 0, T] } < 00 where X’(t) is the principal part of X(t), i.e., 
P(t) = u’XU-’ and 
It turns out that the above definition does not depend on the chosen chart. 
Given a C’ function f: M+ R, we shall denote by Vf the gradient off, i.e., 
the vector field defined by 
where f,: TM, + R is the differential off at x. 
We shall study the following equation: 
$ & xl + ; I V,P,(h XI’ + Rf (x>, V,rp(t, xl), = g(t, xl 
f E [O, I, xEM (6.1) 
with the initial value condition 
P&4 x) = %(X)9 xEM. (6.2) 
Here f: M-P R is a C* function, (p,,: M-P R is a C’ function and g: [O,T] x 
M-t R is continuous, Frkchet differentiable with respect to x and 
g, E C([O,~Tl; C’(M)). 
By a solution to problem (6.1), (6.2) we mean a function (p: L@ c [0, T] x 
M-t R satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) For every x E M, (p(., x) is differentiable in t on a maximal 
interval [0, T(x)]. 
(b) For every t, {x E M; (t, x) E g} is an open subset of M; cp is 
differentiable with respect o x. 
(c) rp is continuous on g and satisfies (6.1) for all (t, x) E g. 
THEOREM 4. Under the above assumptions, problem (6.1), (6.2) has a 
unique solution IJI on some subset ~8 c [0, T] x M, which satisfies 
v, E W4 T(x)]; Lip, WM)), VxEM. (6.3) 
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ProoJ By the Nash embedding theorem [8] there exists a C” isometric 
embedding h of M in some Euclidean space R". We set 
?(& x) = & h - ‘(-4) for x E h(M). 
Then V,q(t, x) = h’(h-l(x)) V,r,r(t, h-‘(x)) and (6.1), (6.2) can be written as 
MT x) + t I V,17k xl2 + (V,rt(h Xl? vu-* h - *)(x)) 
= g(4 h - 1(x>), t E [O, T], x E h(M), 
r1(0, xl = vo(h -‘we x E h(M). (6.4) 
(Here we have also used the fact that h’(x): TM, + R” is an isometry.) 
Inasmuch as h(M) is a closed smooth submanifold of R”, there exist the 
functions E: R” -+ R, qO: R” -+ R and G: [0, T] X R” + R such that E is C2, 
v,, is C,, G is continuous and differentiable in x and E,(,, =f. h-‘, qOhtM, =
voh-‘, GIO,rIXho,) =g(-) - h-l and G,: [0, T] x R” -+ R” is C’. 
Thus for r sufficiently small, we have with the notations of Section 2 
G x,o,rlxr, E B([O, TI; CLp(~r))- (6.5 > 
Consider now the equation 
rlt(t, x) + f I vx(h xl’ t (Fx, rlxk xl> = G(6 x), 
t E [O, T], xER”, 
VP9 xl = ro(x), xER”, (6.6) 
where F = E’. By Theorem 2 there exists a solution q: [0, T,] X C, --t R to 
problem (6.6) such that qX E B([O, T,]; Lip(R”)). Furthermore, by 
Remark 1, we may assume (by contracting Z;, if necessary) that this solution 
is unique. Since 
F(x) = V(j-. h-‘)(x) for all x E h(M), 
we may infer that ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is a solution to the Cauchy problem (6.4). 
We may therefore conclude as an intermediate step of the proof that for 
every p E M there exists a unique function p: [0, T,] x UP + R which verities 
(6.1), (6.2) and satisfies the condition 
rp, E B([O, Tpl; Lip, loc(u,)), 
where 0 < Tp < T and U,, is some neighborhood of p in M. We shall call 
such a function rp, local solution to (6.1), (6.2). 
To prove existence of a solution (global) to (6.1), (6.2) we shall use an 
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argument similar to that used in the case of integration of vector fields (see 
[6]). We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let p E U, n 17, be fzxed and let ~0,: [0, T,] X U, + R and 
(p2: [0, T,] x U, --t R be two local solutions to (6. l), (6.2). Then qo,(t, x) = 
qo2(t,x)forO<t<T=inf(T,,T,)andxEU,nU2. 
Proof: We set I = (t E [0, T]; cpl(t, x) = qQt, x) for all x E U, n U,}. 
Clearly I is a closed subset of [0, T] and 0 E I. For t E I we set 
Wi(s, x, = Vi(t + s, x)9 XE ui, O<t+s<Ti, i=l,2. 
Obviously vi and t,u2 are local solutions to (6.1), (6.2) with the same initial 
value condition. Then the local uniqueness implies v,(s, x) = wz(s, x) for all 
s and x E U, n U,. Hence I is open in [0, T] and therefore I = [0, T] as 
claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 4 (continued). By Lemma 4 for every x E A4 there 
exists a maximal interval [0, T(x)] such that for all t E [0, T(x)], (t, x) lies in 
the domain of a local solution to (6.1), (6.2). We set GS = {(t, x); x E M, 
t E [ 0, T(x)] } and define ~0: GS + R by p(t, x) = y(t, x), where w is the local 
solution to (6. l), (6.2) which exists in a neighborhood of (t, x). By virtue of 
the previous lemma a, is well defined and continuous. It is also clear that p is 
a solution to problem (6.1), (6.2) and satisfies condition (6.3). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Remark 6. Theorem 4 can be used to derive on the pattern of Theorem 3 
the existence of an optimal feedback control for a control problem of the 
form (5.1) on the manifold M. 
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